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recently tried to cut back on mixed plastics, citing
tight markets. But reclaimer EFS-Plastics has plans to
open a third North American operation and is on the
hunt for more mixed bales to fuel its growth.
“There definitely seems to be a bit of a disconnect
between our demand for 3-7s and the MRFs,” said
Eadaoin Quinn, the company’s director of business
development and procurement. “It seems as though
somehow we’re not in direct dialogue. … We try to
show them that we are looking for it, we see value in

The EFS-Plastics facility in Listowel,
Ontario.

it, we want to pay for it.”
Canada-headquartered EFS, which launched in 2007,
processes material at two sites: a 75,000-square-foot mixed rigids and film processing plant in
Listowel, Ontario and a 90,000-square-foot film processing plant in Hazelton, Pa.
EFS is focused on materials that have traditionally been exported to overseas markets. Since China
banned imports of post-consumer plastic at the beginning of 2018, and alternate markets in
Southeast Asia similarly clamped down on plastic imports in the months that followed, exporting has
become a far less viable option for moving those resins.

The latest plastics recycling news

End user reports PET price impacts
Higher recovered PET prices pinched
profits for recycled polyester fiber
manufacturer Unifi last fall.

“There is a lot of material looking for homes in that sector,” said Quinn. “The lower-value plastics, we

How hauling giant has reacted to
export shifts

see a lot of opportunity to expand in that space.”
And expanding is just what the company has been doing. The film-focused site in Pennsylvania was
opened last spring, and the company also completed a capacity expansion at its mixed rigids facility.

Recovered plastic buyers and a
relationship with major U.S. reclaimer KW

Combined, the Ontario and Pennsylvania facilities took in about 30,000 tons of material last year, and

Plastics have helped Waste Management

by the end of 2019, EFS hopes to hit 48,000 tons. In 2020, “we will plan to far surpass that,” Quinn said.
That’s because EFS is pushing forward on plans to open a third plant by early next year. The exact

through recent market troubles. The
hauler has even made equipment
upgrades specifically to meet that demand.

location of the operation has not been announced, but Quinn offered a regional hint.
“We’re looking at closer to the West Coast,” Quinn said. “There’s a lot of material out there, and we
don’t want to see it go over to China again.”

Variety of end uses

Our top stories from January 2019
Articles about chemical companies and
retailers moving to embrace recycling
grabbed readers’ attention last month.

Today, at its Ontario facility, EFS brings in mixed bales from materials recovery facilities (MRFs) across
Canada and the U.S, and the company focuses on extracting PE and PP. The facility uses a fully
automated wet wash system, which was mostly designed in-house by staff engineers.
The company processes the post-consumer plastics all the way to the pellet stage. EFS customizes its
products, currently offering roughly 40 pellet grades. Each has its own melt and strength properties,
color and other attributes.
Pellets are sold into a wide range of applications, Quinn said, including consumer products,
automotive, agricultural, construction and other markets.

CarbonLITE facility to install techheavy sorting system
Bulk Handling Systems will provide robots
and other sorting innovations for an
upcoming PET recycling plant in
Pennsylvania.

Researchers offer solutions for
flame retardant sortation

Meanwhile, at the film facility in Pennsylvania, EFS

In Europe, scientists say they’ve developed
a fast and accurate way for near-infrared

brings in post-consumer film from MRFs and store
take-back programs across North America. The

sorters to classify different plastics
containing flame retardants.

company produces a transparent and a gray film.

Equipment spotlight: Line retooled
for post-consumer film

“All the film we’re receiving, we’re putting back into
film applications,” Quinn said. “Plastic bags back into
plastic bags, which is unique for handling MRF-grade

Although the recoSTAR line of plastics
processing equipment was already
available in six sizes, Starlinger added a

film.”

seventh to meet yet another application
last year.

The third plant will operate similar to the Ontario
facility, processing both mixed rigids as well as some
film. The mixed plastics stream is slightly different

EFS-Plastics’ Hazelton, Pa. facility.

Finalists announced for plastics
recycling awards

on the West Coast, Quinn noted, generally including
more plastics Nos. 1 and 2. So that facility will extract PET as well as the other PE and PP resins.
The third EFS site will be “our biggest facility to date,” Quinn said. “Pretty soon we’ll be starting to
stockpile material for that facility – so we have a large capacity to handle mixed plastics right now.”
Although large volumes of mixed plastics are no longer moving to market, EFS is having to search to
meet its demand for mixed plastic feedstock. The company recently put out a call for the material in a
Northeast Recycling Council newsletter, and Quinn said she is calling MRFs to source more bales. She
noted that exporting mixed plastics was the industry norm before China’s restrictions, and some
suppliers simply haven’t been aware of domestic options.

Divergent trends in film
Although EFS is looking for more mixed plastics, the company is currently not seeking additional film
supply.
There’s a great deal of post-consumer film available
across North America, and relatively little processing
capacity, particularly for MRF-grade film, Quinn said.
But a bigger issue is a lack of demand. Quinn noted
that on the mixed rigids side, the company is sold
out and sees more demand than it can fill. But on
film, the film-to-film end user base has remained
small.
“We actually have more capacity to process film;
what we need right now is for more bag producers
[and] film manufacturers to start using more PCR in
their products,” Quinn said. “And by ‘more,’ in a lot of
situations, I mean use some.”

EFS-Plastics produces a variety of custom,
post-consumer pellets.

In one area, however, the recycled film end market is growing: California’s 2016 single-use plastic bag
ban included a 20 percent recycled content mandate for reusable plastic bags that are distributed at
stores. In 2020, that percentage requirement goes up to 40 percent.
Quinn said part of the barrier to natural market growth for film recycling nationwide is that most
plastic bags require relatively little material and are therefore cheap to produce with virgin materials.
There’s little incentive for companies to introduce post-consumer content.
A recycled content mandate requiring just a small percentage of post-consumer material would
provide a big first step to increased film processing, Quinn said.
“Again, it’s really a shame when we know we could handle more,” she said. “There’s material going to
landfill that we wish we could do, but we just don’t have the demand there.”

Photos courtesy of EFS-Plastics.

More stories about processing
CarbonLITE facility to install tech-heavy sorting system
Brand owner demand leads to Perpetual purchase
Company leader discusses mixed-plastic sorting plans

Forty finalists have been announced for
the second Plastics Recycling Awards
Europe, and many are using cutting-edge
technologies.
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